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EDITORli\L
SALVAT S.L.

Office of the Clerk
J Michael McMahon
US District Court for the Southern District of New York

500 Pearl Street
New York, New York 10007

USA
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To the attention of the Honorable Denny Chin

Dear Judge Chin:

September 3'°, 2009

: In this letter, capitalized terms deriving from the Proposed Settlement shall have the same meaning as that used
in the Proposed Settlement

Copying was perhaps facilitated and agreed to by libraries but unauthorized by copyright I derecho de outores
holders Thus, copying by Google was legally unauthorized
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The Authors Guild Inc, Association of American Publishers, Inc. v .. Google
(Case No. OSCV 8136 JES) - Objections of SALVAT, SA to Proposed Class Settlement

I, Isabelle Magnac, signatory of this letter, am a citizen of France and Presidente del Consejo de
Admistracion (Chairman) of Editorial Salvat S L

Editorial Salvat S L, having its registered office and principal place of business in Barcelona,
Spain, objects to the settlement agreement proposed in the above-captioned matter (The
"Proposed Settlement")

Editorial Salvat S L ("Salvat") is a Spanish publisher of encyclopaedias and serial books sold at
newsstands and by mail order The company is also acting in Portugal and Latin America
Editorial Salvat SL is a subsidiary of Hachette Livre Espana, itself a subsidiary of Hachette Livre SA

SALVAT has not opted-out and is thus a member of the Publisher Sub-Class

As a European publisher, SALVAT objects to the Proposed Settlement and strenuously urges the
Court to reject it due to the significant unfair and inequitable effects that it will have on all non
US Authors and Publishers1 The Proposed Settlement is purely and simply unacceptable from
the point of view of a European publisher

As a European publisher, SALVAT has ten material objections to the Proposed Settlement None
of these objections concern the proposed indemnification (extremely marginal, on a per-book
basis) for the injuri caused by Google for past unauthorized digital copying2 of some ten million



basis) for the injury caused by Google for past unauthorized digital copying' of some ten million
works in printJ

, of which approximately half have been generally estimated (including by Google
Itself in various pubtic declarations) to be works published in languages other than English

7. The bulk of the 134-page Settlement A.greement (334 pages with the appendices) is directed to
establishing a complex commercial arrangement, potentiaily affecting millions of copyrighted
works and the owners of the intellectually property rights in those works on a worldwide scale
Among other things, the Settlement /-\greement orovides for the establishment ilnd (harter of
the "Book Right Registry" (Article VI), outlines the role of Google's library partners in the
commercial venture (Article VII), addresses security issues related to the commercial venture
(Article VIII), adopts a protocol for the resolution of disputes arising between parties to the
commercial arrangement (Article IX), and sets out the economic terms for Google's use of class
member's intellectual property (Article IV) Several "Attachments" to the Settlement Agreement
provide additional details relevant to the proposed commercial arrangement, including
Attachment A ("Procedures Governing Author Sub-Class and Publisher Sub-Class Under the
Settlement Agreement") As a European publisher, SALVAT is obliged to object to many of these
provisions of the Proposed Settlement with the utmost conviction

8. Indeed, as a European publisher, SALVAT objects to the Proposed Settlement in that it would be
a predominantly commercial transaction having a worldwide scope The "contract" underlying
the commercial transaction is not being determined through market forces but through US laws
and the US judicial system, to the exclusion of all other laws and judicial systems throughout the
world Such commercial transaction would result in a sweeping transfer of rights from current
rights owners worldwide to Google As part of this transfer of rights to Google, the Proposed
Settlement would preclude class members from suing Google and its partners for the array of
uses of authors' works permitted by the Proposed Agreement, thereby releasing Google and
others from liability for future conduct which would otherwise constitute copyright / derecho de
outor infringement This part of the Proposed Settlement is fundamentally a commercial
transaction having unprecedented effects on Authors and Publishers worldwide which the
settling parties are improperly attempting to impose through the judicial process and the
procedural device of class actions as set forth in Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
rather than through the normal commercial process of negotiation and informed consent

9. As stated above, SALVAT's objections to the Proposed Settlement derive exclusively from the
illegal, unfair and inequitable effects that said Proposed Settlement will have on it as a European
publisher An American publisher would not be concerned by the objections of SALVAT Indeed,
one of the striking features of the Proposed Settlement is that it is predicated on the implicit
premise that, since it is a US-negotiated settlement between US-based plaintiffs and a US based
company, that the Class itself is a US-class only As shown below, this is far from the truth All
Authors and Publishers worldwide are potentially members of the Class.

Copying was perhaps facilitated and agreed to by libraries but unauthorized by copyright / derecho de autores
holders Thus, copying by Google was legally unauthorized

Cf Information Week, Google Readies Its Book Business, (July 30. 2009) ("To dale Google has scanned over 10
million books, including 15 million public domain books"); Google 2008 Annual Report ("Today, we are able to
search the full text of almost 10 million books")
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